**Farm Animals**

**Cows:**
- *Laura: A Childhood Tale of Laura Secord* by Maxine Trottier
  When her cow, Peg, wanders off one day Laura follows her and soon finds herself deep in the forest. Peg dies giving birth and Laura struggles to bring the newborn calf home safely.

- *Moonbeam Cow* by Sharma Krauskopf
  A tale of how one foggy night in the Highlands of Scotland the unique color combination of the Belted Galloway cow came to be.

- *Six Darn Cows* by Margaret Laurence
  Jen and Tod go out each day to bring home the family's six cows. One day they discover that the gate has been left open and the cows have escaped to the dark woods.

- *Two Summers* by John Heffernan
  A story about a boy and his friend from the city and all the things they got to do on the farm last summer. But this time the farm is suffering a drought and how things have changed.

**Donkeys:**
- *Donkey Prince* by M. Jean Craig
  A retelling of the Grimm tale about the prince who, as a punishment for his parents' greed, was shaped like a donkey.

- *Goha and His Donkey: An Egyptian Folktale* by Amany Hassanein
  Goha learns that you cannot please everyone.

- *Why Is the Sky Blue?* by Sally Grindley
  Although he wants to learn all that wise old donkey knows, rabbit cannot sit still to listen to the answers to his questions, but in the end he teaches donkey some new things.
Horses:

At the Horse Show by Rhonda Cox
A girl and her horse enjoy a day at the horse show.

Belle's Journey by Marilynn Reynolds
An old horse saves a young girl's life in this dramatic pioneer story.

Chestnut Grey: A Folk Tale From Russia by Helen Cooper
Retells a Russian tale in which Ivan, a poor farm boy, uses the power of a magical horse and his own wit to outsmart his two older brothers in competition for the hand of a beautiful princess.

Girl Who Loved Wild Horses by Paul Goble
Though she is fond of her people, a girl prefers to live among the wild horses where she is truly happy and free.

Pigs:

Geraldine's Blanket by Holly Keller
When her mother and father insist that Geraldine get rid of her baby blanket, she finds a new way to keep it with her all the time.

Little Lame Prince by Rosemary Wells
A young crippled prince must reclaim his kingdom from his evil uncle, with the help of a magic cape from his godmother.

My Pig Amarillo by Satomi Ichikawa
Pablito, a Guatemalan boy whose pet pig Amarillo has disappeared, uses a kite to send him a message that he still loves him.

Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig by Eugene Trivizas
An altered retelling of the traditional tale about the conflict between pig and wolf—with a surprise ending.
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RABBITS:

ABC BUNNY BY WANDA GAG
An ABC book that tells the story of a rabbit over the course of one day.

BUNNICULA: A RABBIT TALE OF MYSTERY BY DEBORAH AND JAMES HOWE
Chester the cat tries to warn his human family that their foundling baby bunny must be a vampire.

BUNNY MAGIC BY SUZANNE HARDIN
A classroom pet plays a trick.

GARDEN OF ONE BY SHAWN RICE
A rabbit named One moves into a beautiful garden but soon becomes lonely until a rabbit called Two moves in followed by rabbits Three, Four, and many more.

GOODNIGHT MOON BY MARGARET WISE BROWN
In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight moon." And to all the familiar things in the softly lit room— he says goodnight.

HARRY AND SHELBURT BY DOROTHY O. VAN WOERKOM
Harry and Shellburt, two good friends, rerun the classic race between the tortoise and the hare.

LIPLAP'S WISH BY JONATHAN LONDON
As he builds a snowbunny, LIPLAP feels something is missing and wishes his grandmother who recently died was with him.

MAX CLEANS UP BY ROSEMARY WELLS
Max's big sister Ruby is determined to help him clean up his messy room, but he keeps rescuing things that she wants to throw away.
**RABBITS:**
**RUMOR**: A Jataka tale from India by Jan Thornhill
As the worrywart hare settles down for a quiet nap, she is startled into action by a sudden and very loud explosion...

**TELL ME WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE BIG**: By Joyce Dunbar
When she wakes up early one morning, Willa questions her big brother about what it will be like to be a grown.

**VELVETEEN RABBIT, OR, HOW TOYS BECOME REAL**: By Margery Williams
By the time the Velveteen Rabbit is dirty, worn out, and about to be burned, he has almost given up hope of ever finding the magic called Real.

**WHO’S IN RABBIT'S HOUSE?**: A Masai tale by Verna Aardema
Rabbit has a problem - someone is inside her house and won’t let her in.

**ZOMO THE RABBIT**: A Trickster tale from West Africa by Gerald McDermott
Zomo the Rabbit, an African trickster, sets out to gain wisdom.

**SHEEP:**
**BORREGUITA AND THE COYOTE**: A Tale from Ayutla, Mexico by Verna Aardema
What's a little lamb to do about a big, oafish coyote that wants to eat her? Why, trick him, of course!

**JOSEPH'S BOAT**: By Caroline Macdonald
A lonely boy, living with his father on an island with hundreds of sheep, finds a boat and decides to sail to the mainland to find friends to play with.

**TWO SUMMERS**: By John Heffernan
A story about a boy and his friend from the city and all the things they got to do on the farm last summer. But this time the farm is suffering a drought and how things have changed.